
G.-pls return. 'Forget to make enottee:eoplect.: Sent one to 4n1.- 

10/28/69 

Dear john, 

Many thanks for the Thermo fax of your N.O. testimony, 
which arrived today. i hope you are also making it available to 
Paul for xeroxing. 

That you got it during the campaign is a special dis-
pensation. They are taking time for practically nothing. 

I look forward to the uniterrupted time for reading it 

nonstop. 

It is remotely possible I will be able to get 35mm slides 

made from the copy.ef-2. I  have. I mean of every frame. If so, it will 
-We taVOr:teCMA4-withent-Otist. If anyone else wants copies, 7" presume • 
it will be cheapest if made when mine are. I have no idea what the 
cost would be. I think it probable it would be the actual cost, but 
I cannot guarantee this., of course, I could lend mine for copying of 
individual frames, but that gets another generation from the original. 

	

II, 	If you are interested end went me to try for you, please let me know. 

	

NI 	If it is done, it will be by a men in the business who got interested 
when he heard me on radio. he is doing some microfilm for me. Then it 

is done, I'll be going to him, so if you'd like this, please let me 

	

N 	know immediately. The way he is set up, it wouLa cost more to pick out 

individual fraMes than to do the whgle thing, I'm  sure. His operation 

	

.-t4, 	is entirely automated. Sorry I didn t think of this sooner. I've known for 

	

' 	four days. 	 - 

Moo has promised me some of the testimony after the election. 
I'll let you know what i get end will also make it svellable through 

be satisfied with Thermofex, which costs ybu nothing, 

we can pg44 to you direct. Do you expect any other testimObri neve you 

asked for'eny other? 

Again, many thanks, 

Sincerely, 

harold 4.eiaberg 


